Presskit | Dave Dinger
Biography
Dave Dinger began his illustrious career in Berlins legendary Bar25 in his own, very special
way. There, he didn’t just play music, but actually built the DJ booths where the music was
played from. This unique blend of passion for music and intrigue in aesthetic concepts
has driven him through the mesmerising Berlin underground since the end of the 90s.
Dave is personalizing his workspace as a DJ according to his interpretation of what
electronic music culture is all about. There is a certain warmth, honesty and depth
throughout his work that transcends through both his musicality and his design treatments.
As a core member of Berlins famous Bachstelzen Collective, he was one of the founders
who blueprinted what got to be known as the typical Berlin style – an architecture of
social, musical and aesthetic concepts.
Using chaotic, wild and organic scrap wood in his constructions were his distinctive
signature well before the term ‘up-cycling‘ became hip. Bar25, the Katerholzig club and
the Bachstelzen floor at Fusion Festival were prototypes of this time.
His recent works contain a more polarising focus; a love for minimalistic abstract geometry,
and years of experience in project management. Nothing shows this development in a
greater way than Garbicz Festival — whose natural, albeit utopian habitat has become
a homebase for both his music and his design aesthetics. An invitation to create the
celebrated Turmbühne Stage at Fusion Festival’s 20th anniversary along with a coveted
gig
on the stage marked a milestone for both of his careers. For Dave, spacial design and
sound are tools for installing an arena for unconventional social interactions. A sphere
where common aesthetics are to be challenged and will change therefore constantly.
His residency in KaterBlau helped him to build up his reputation as a DJ and to grow
into the international realm. In the last years he has worked and played in Australia, New
Zealand, India and all around Europe. There is a saying that ‘To talk about music, is like
dancing to architecture’ Dave Dinger takes the latter part as a challenge.
So let his music speak for itself — and dance to both.
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Alternate Biography

Technical Rider | Dave Dinger (DJ – Set)

Blabla
doing blabla in blabla and blabla til blabla,
dave dinger decided to blabla after thinking and listening a lot to blabla.
bachstelzen blabla, bar25 (bla25) and katerholzig made him almost blabla.
blabla at fusion festival since blabla seems to be blabla,
but blabla for garbicz festival blabla created even more blabla.
being blabla in katerbla-u is also quite blabla.
blabla, blabla and blabla are very blabla.
since blabla is not only a blabla but also a blabla,
getting blabla from blabla makes blabla more blabla.
this is not only blabla. this is the only blabla.
let there be blabla!

- 1 × Allen&Heath Xone 96/92
- 2 × Pioneer CDJ 2000 Nexus2 (linked & with the latest firmware)
- Stereo monitoring – adjustable by the artist
- Lamps that provide enough light for the artists to see inside the DJ booth
Please contact the agent if you supply alternatives.
The artist will be traveling only with USB storage media, which contains audio material.
The CD-players must be linked among each other with LAN cables.

Please announce the Artist as: Dave Dinger (Kater Blau, Bachstelzen | Berlin)
k4bookings has to accept the artwork before it will be published.
For promotional content such as artist photos, please reach out to us.

Weblinks:
Soundcloud: https://soundcloud.com/dave-dinger
Beatport: https://www.facebook.com/dingerdave
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/dingerdave
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/dave_dinger
Resident Advisor: https://www.residentadvisor.net/dj/davedinger

Hospitality Rider
- A warm welcome and a smile will be much appreciated
- 4 × Wheat beer
- 4 × Radler (mix drink between beer and lemonade)
- 1 × bottle of non sparkling water

Booking:
Mail: luca@k4bookings.com
Web: https://www.k4bookings.com
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